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This week I've been in a climbing mood! I've honestly lost track of how many times I've gone to
Maine Bound. Additionally, I've been watching climbing competitions on YouTube and learning
so much more about the sport of climbing. I wish I had listened to my friends a couple years ago
and stumbled into Maine Bound more often then. Better late than never is my thought process
now.
The picture below was taken by a friend of mine who works at the rec center with me. Tums out,
we both like to go climbing before the group exercise classes we teach on Monday evenings. I'm
a little jealous though, because he gets to go teach yoga after, while I must struggle through my
5pm Cardio Sport class. (Note to self: Never agree to teach four high intensity exercise classes a
week, it leaves you with little energy to do anything else.)
Anyway, I've been working on a couple V3s on the tower and bouldering wall. I'm proud of
myself because just the other week I was struggling with Vl routes, and now I'm able to
complete multiple V3 routes. This route that I'm doing below is one that I have yet to complete,
but am progressing through, and I am excited to give it another shot tomorrow during class!
I'm been playing around a lot with my body position on the bouldering wall and tower, and I've
been fiddling around with different grip styles and different ways to use my feet on the holds and
wall. I forget who said it during class, but climbing is most definitely "a puzzle that takes
strength to complete." Before attempting a climb, I work to read the wall first. Then, upon
climbing the wall, I work to establish the best "beta" that works well for my body and the holds
that the route offers (''beta" is a term I learned through watching the climbing competitions on
YouTube).
I've gotten some blisters along the way, but they've all been worth it. Whether I'm on the wall
attempting a route or just traversing the tower and playing around, I try to embrace all that
climbing has to offer. It's always fun learning something new, so I'm living up all the moments!
It also has a great community, which is just another plus!

